














The interactionsbetween climateandairqualityare receiving increasingattentiondue to their
highrelevancytoclimatechange.Coupledclimateandairqualitymodelsarebeingdevelopedto
study these interactions. These models need to address the transport and chemistry of
atmospheric speciesover a large rangeof scales and atmospheric conditions. Inparticular, the
chemistrymechanismisakeycomponentofsuchmodelsbecauseitneedstoincludetherelevant
reactions to simulate the chemistry of the lower troposphere, the upper troposphere, and the
lowerstratosphere,aswellas thechemistryofpolluted, rural,clean,andmarineenvironments.
This paper describes the extension of an existing chemistry mechanism for urban/regional
applications, the 2005 version of the Carbon BondMechanism (CB05), to include the relevant






from the original starting mechanism for both clean and polluted conditions in the lower
troposphereshowsthattheextendedmechanismpreservesthefidelityoftheoriginalmechanism
under those conditions. SimulationsofmarineArctic conditions,upper tropospheric conditions,
and lower stratospheric conditions with the box model illustrate the importance of halogen
chemistry and heterogeneous reactions (on aerosol surfaces as well as PSCs for stratospheric
conditions)forpredictingozoneandelementalmercurydepletioneventsthatareoftenobserved
duringtheseconditions.Depletionsthatarecomparabletoobserveddepletionsarepredictedby
theboxmodel forverycleanconditions (extremely loworzeroconcentrationsofaldehydesand
























Global climate changes and air quality are closely coupled
throughmanyatmosphericmeteorological,dynamic,chemical,and
radiative processes. The two–way feedbacks between global
climate change and urban/regional air quality requires the
application of coupled climate and air quality models. The
chemistrymechanismisakeycomponentofthesemodelsbecause
itmust be applicable for a range of atmospheric conditions and
mustincludethereactionsofimportancefortheseconditions.

Most operational atmospheric air quality models use
condensed chemistry mechanisms because it is not feasible to
include the entire set of atmospheric reactions and chemical
speciesduetocomputationalconstraints.Thecondensationofthe
chemistrymechanism typically focuses on the representation in
themechanismof reactiveorganicgases (ROGs),also referred to
asvolatileorganiccompounds(VOCs),bycombiningindividualVOC
species using either a “lumpedmolecule” or “lumped structure”
approach.However, the reactionset isalso reducedbyexcluding
reactionsthatarenotofinterestbasedonthescalesorregionsfor
which the model is designed to be applied. For example,
stratosphericmodels (e.g.,Shibataetal.,2005)employsimplified
parameterizations to represent tropospheric chemistry while
tropospheric models use tropopause boundary conditions or
boundary conditions from global chemical transport models
(CTMs)and ignore stratospheric reactions thatarenot important
in the troposphere. Formodels that are orwill be applied over
scalesranging fromurban toglobal, it isnecessary toexpand the
reaction set to includeall the important speciesand reactionsof
interest forawide rangeof conditions.Models suchas Stanford
University’s Gas, Aerosol, TranspOrt, Radiation, General
Circulation,Mesoscale,OceanModel(GATOR–GCMOM)(Jacobson,
2001a; Jacobson, 2001b; Jacobson, 2004) and the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory’s Integrated Massively Parallel
AtmosphericChemicalTransportmodel (IMPACT) (Rotmanetal.,





The Weather Research and Forecasting/Chemistry (WRF/
Chem) (Grelletal.,2005) isa communitymodel for the regional
scale that is being adapted to simulate the range of scales from
global through urban (Zhang et al., 2009a; Zhang et al., 2009b).
ThisGlobal–through–Urban versionofWRF/Chem, referred toas
GU–WRF/Chem,willprovideacommunitytoolwith fully–coupled
meteorology and air quality that can be used to study the
interactionsbetweenclimateandairqualityatvariousscalesand
to support the development of emission control strategieswith
potential co–benefits for air quality management and climate
mitigation. The latest release version ofWRF/Chem (v3.2, as of
April 2010) provides choices for several condensed gas–phase
chemicalmechanisms, including the second generation Regional
Acid Deposition Model Mechanism (RADM2) (Stockwell et al.,
1990), the Regional Atmospheric ChemistryMechanism (RACM)
(Stockwell et al., 1997), the Carbon Bond IV (CB–IV)mechanism
(Gery et al., 1989) and the Carbon–BondMechanism version Z
(CBM–Z) (ZaveriandPeters,1999),avariantofCBM–IV.Noneof
thosemechanisms are suited for globalor global–through–urban
applications.

The CB–IV mechanism, which uses the lumped structure
approach, has beenwidely used in urban to regional air quality
modeling systems for many years. The mechanism has been
extensivelyupdated in2005 (Yarwoodetal.,2005).Theupdated
mechanism, referred to as CB05, has now been implemented in
recent versions of the CommunityMultiscale Air Qualitymodel
(CMAQ) (Sarwar et al., 2008) and the ComprehensiveAir quality
Modelwithextensions(CAMx),twoofthemostwidelyusedurban
to regional air quality modeling systems. CB05 has also been
implementedintoWRF/Chem(Huangetal.,2006;Panetal.,2008).

As compared to CB–IV, CB05 includes 15 additional species
and over 60 additional reactions, and updated kinetics and
photolysisdata,and ismoresuitableforsimulatingawiderrange
of conditions and species.Becauseof thewidespreaduseof the
Carbon–Bondmechanismincontemporaryairqualitymodels,and
because CB05 already incorporates some of the additional
chemistryrequiredforlong–rangetransportmodelingandremote
conditions and is also available with extensions for chlorine
chemistry,asdiscussedinthefollowingsection,weselectedCB05
asthestartingpointforourmechanismforglobal–through–urban
applications. In this paper,we describe the further extension of
CB05 to incorporate the species and chemistry necessary to
simulatethefullrangeofconditionsrequiredforglobal–through–





andmercury depletion. Additional updates to the boxmodel to





The CB05mechanism includes updated kinetic data for the
rate constant expressions, updated photolysis rate data, an
extended inorganic reaction set (e.g., reactions involving H2 and
NO3), andbetter representationof theatmospheric chemistryof
ethane, higher aldehydes, alkenes with internal double bonds
(internal olefins) (e.g., 2–butenes), oxygenated products and
intermediates(e.g.,higherorganicperoxidesandperoxycarboxylic
acids), and terpenes. Yarwood et al. (2005) evaluated the CB05
mechanismusingsmogchamberdatafromtheUniversityofNorth
Carolina,ChapelHill,andtheUniversityofCalifornia,Riversideand
found that, in general, it performed aswell asor in some cases
betterthantheCB–IVmechanisminsimulatingthesmogchamber
data. Sarwar et al. (2008) evaluated the performance of CMAQ
using both the CB05 and CB–IVmechanisms and found general
improvement inmodel performance using CB05, particularly for
ruralandhigh–altitudeconditions.

The base or core CB05mechanism has 51 species and 156
reactions (as compared to36 speciesand93 reactions inCB–IV).
Optionalextendedversionsof thecoreCB05mechanismarealso
available; these include reactive chlorine chemistry or explicit
reactions for air toxics and/or precursors to secondary organic
aerosol (Yarwood et al., 2005; Sarwar et al., 2006). The CB05
mechanismwith chlorineextensions for the troposphere (Sarwar
et al., 2006), as implemented in CMAQ (Roselle et al., 2007)
(referred to as CB05Cl) is used as a starting point for additional
extension in this work. The CB05Cl mechanism consists of 177
reactions among 62 species. The chlorine component of this
mechanismincludes21reactionsand6chlorinespecies.

In thiswork, the CB05Clmechanism is further extended by
addingreactionsandspeciestorepresentmercurychemistry,the
chemistry of the marine boundary layer, the chemistry of the
upper troposphereand lower stratosphere,andArctic chemistry.
The resultant extended CB05mechanism, CB05_GE, has recently
beenimplementedintoGU–WRF/Chem(Zhangetal.,2009a;Zhang
et al., 2009b). An extensive literature reviewwas conducted to




The updates to CB05_GE fall into the following broad
categories:a)updatesandadditions to thehalogenchemistry;b)
addition of mercury chemistry; c) addition of heterogeneous
reactions for global applications; d) additional reactions and
speciesforstratosphericchemistrythatarenormallynot included
in tropospheric models; e) addition of species and reactions
leadingtotheformationofsecondaryorganicaerosols(SOA),and
f) additional prognostic species that are normally treated as
unreactive or background species with constant or stable
concentrations.Examplesof the latter includewatervapor (H2O),
methane (CH4),molecular oxygen (O2), carbon dioxide (CO2) and
hydrogen (H2). Water vapor is included to allow for feedback
between the meteorological and chemistry components of
WRF/Chem,while CH4, H2 and CO2 aremodeled species inGU–
WRF/Chemwith specifiedemission rates.O2 is included toallow
for itsphotolysisasasourceofO3 in thestratosphere.Note that
therearesomeoverlapsamongthesebroadcategoriesofupdates
to CB05, e.g., halogen species such as Br and BrO influence
mercury chemistryandmanyof theadditionalhalogen reactions
arerelevanttostratosphericchemistry.

Tables1 through5 list theextensions toCB05 forCB05_GE.
Reaction ratesandphotolysisdataarebasedon several sources,
e.g.,the latest InternationalUnionofPureandAppliedChemistry
(IUPAC) and NASA/JPL recommendations. Table 1 lists the non–
halogen and non–mercury reactions that have been added to
CB05_GE to represent stratospheric chemistry. These reactions
include:thenaturalO3productionpathwayinthestratospherevia
the photolysis of O2 (i.e., the Chapman cycle; e.g., Seinfeld and
Pandis, 1998; Finlayson–Pitts and Pitts, 2000; Pun et al., 2005a;
Jacobson, 2005); the photolysis and reaction with the excited
oxygenatomofnitrousoxideor laughinggas(N2O),an important





reaction with CO2 (Jacobson, 2008). In addition, many of the
existing CB05 reactions (not listed in Table 1)were updated to
allowtheexplicitproductionofspeciessuchasH2OandCO2.

Table 2 shows the reaction list for the complete gas–phase
halogen chemistry in CB05_GE including the CMAQ chlorine
extensions (Sarwar et al., 2006; Roselle et al., 2007). The
mechanism includes additional chlorine reactions for the lower
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stratosphere, bromine chemistry for both the troposphere and
stratosphere, and bromine/chlorine interaction reactions. As
compared toCB05Cl, there are several important changes in the
halogen chemistry in CB05_GE. First, the isomeric radicals,OClO
and ClOO, and the chlorinemonoxide dimer (also referred to as
chlorine peroxide), Cl2O2, are included as explicit species in
CB05_GE,becauseoftheir importanceforstratosphericchemistry
andozonedepletion (e.g., Finlayson–Pitts andPitts,2000). Thus,




Cl. The OClO and ClOO isomers are also by–products of the
reactions of ClO with the bromine monoxide (BrO) radical
(Reactions 68 through 70). Second, CB05_GE accounts for the
release of chlorine atoms from the reservoir species, hydrogen
chloride (HCl), viaphotolysis (Reaction23)and reactionwith the
hydroxylradical(Reaction36).Whilethesereactionsarerelatively
slow compared to theheterogeneous reactionsofHClandother
reservoir species on Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs), they are
included for completeness followingRotman et al. (2004). Third,
Reaction29isincludedtocompletetherapidchlorineoxides(ClOx)
cycle of O3 destruction involving the chlorine monoxide (ClO)
radical (e.g., SeinfeldandPandis,1998; Finlayson–PittsandPitts,
2000). Fourth, the reaction of OH with ClO (Reaction 30) is
included,whichprimarilyproducesHO2andCl,butalsocreatesa
small amount of the reservoir species, HCl (Finlayson–Pitts and
Pitts, 2000). Fifth, the reactions of the chlorine atom with the
hydroperoxy (HO2) radical (Reactions 31 and 32) are included to
create the reservoirspecies,HClandClO;and the reactionsofCl
withhydrogenandhydrogenperoxide (Reactions41and42)and
(H2O2)toformHClarealsoincludedfollowingRotmanetal.(2004).
Sixth, thephotolysis reactionsof the chlorofluorocarbon species,
CFCl3(CFC–11)andCF2Cl2(CFC–12)areaddedtogeneratechlorine
atoms (Reactions 37 and 38). Seventh, the photolysis ofmethyl
chloride (CH3Cl) and its reaction with OH to generate chlorine
atoms (Reactions 39 and 40) are included. Finally, bromine
reactions (Reactions 49 through 78) are included in CB05_GE to
represent thechemistryofbromine in the troposphere (e.g.,von
Glasow et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2005) and stratosphere (e.g.,
SeinfeldandPandis,1998;Finlayson–PittsandPitts,2000;Rotman
et al., 2004; Jacobson, 2005) including chlorine–bromine
interaction reactions,photolysisofhalons (Halon1211orCF2ClBr




Table 1.Non–halogen gas–phase stratospheric reactions in the CB05_GE
mechanism
No. Reactantsa Productsa RateExpressionb
1 O2 2O Photolysis
2 O+O3 2O2 8.70×10
Ͳ12 e(Ͳ
2060/T)
















of the stratospheric halogen source gases (CFCs, halons,methyl
chloride)arebasedondata fromthe IntergovernmentalPanelon
Climate Change (IPCC, 2001), REanalysis of the TROpospheric
chemical composition (RETRO; Schultz et al., 2007) and the




No. Reactantsa Productsa RateExpressionb
1 Cl2 2Cl Photolysis
2 HOCl OH+Cl Photolysis
3 Cl+O3 ClO 2.3×10Ͳ11e(Ͳ200/T)
4 ClO+ClO Cl2 1.0×10Ͳ12e(Ͳ1590/T)
5 ClO+ClO Cl+ClOO 3.0×10Ͳ11e(Ͳ2450/T)
6 ClO+ClO Cl+OClO 3.5×10Ͳ13e(Ͳ1370/T)
7 ClO+NO Cl+NO2 6.4×10Ͳ12e(290/T)
8 ClO+HO2 HOCl 2.7×10Ͳ12e(220/T)
9 OH+FMCL Cl+CO+H2O 5.00×10Ͳ13
10 FMCL Cl+CO+HO2 Photolysis
11 Cl+CH4 HCl+MEO2 6.6×10Ͳ12e(Ͳ1240/T)
12 Cl+PAR Multipleproducts 5.00×10Ͳ11
13 Cl+ETHA Multipleproducts 8.3×10Ͳ11e(Ͳ100/T)
14 Cl+ETH FMCL+2XO2 +HO2+
FORM
1.07×10Ͳ10
15 Cl+OLE Multipleproducts 2.5×10Ͳ10
16 Cl+IOLE Multipleproducts 3.5×10Ͳ10
17 Cl+ISOP Multipleproducts 4.3×10Ͳ10
18 Cl+FORM HCl+HO2 +CO 8.2×10Ͳ11e(Ͳ34/T)
19 Cl+ALD2 HCl+C2O3 7.9×10Ͳ11
20 Cl+ALDX HCl+CXO3 1.3×10Ͳ10
21 Cl+MEOH HCl+HO2 +FORM 5.5×10Ͳ11
22 Cl+ETOH HCl+HO2 +ALD2 8.2×10Ͳ11e(45/T)
23 HCl+OH Cl+H2O 6.58×10Ͳ13(T/300)1.16 e(58/T)




25 ClONO2 ClO+NO2 Photolysis
26 ClONO2 Cl+NO3 Photolysis




28 ClNO2 Cl+NO2 Photolysis




31 Cl+HO2 HCl 3.4×10Ͳ11
32 Cl+HO2 ClO+OH 6.3×10Ͳ11e(Ͳ570/T)
33 OClO ClO+O Photolysis
34 Cl+OClO 2ClO 3.2×10Ͳ11e(170/T)
35 OH+OClO HOCl 1.4×10Ͳ12e(600/T)
36 HCl Cl+HO2 Photolysis
37 CFCl3 3Cl Photolysis
38 CF2Cl2 2Cl Photolysis
39 CH3Cl MEO2+Cl Photolysis
40 OH+CH3Cl Cl+H2O 2.4×10Ͳ12e(Ͳ1250/T)
41 Cl+H2 HCl+HO2 3.9×10Ͳ11e(Ͳ2310/T)
42 Cl+H2O2 HCl+HO2 1.1×10Ͳ11e(Ͳ980/T)




44 Cl2O2 Cl+ClOO Photolysis
45 ClOO+M Cl+M 2.8×10Ͳ10e(Ͳ1820/T)
46 ClOO+Cl c 0.95Cl2 +0.1ClO 2.4×10Ͳ10
47 Cl+NO3 ClO+NO2 2.4×10Ͳ11
48 OH+HOCl ClO+H2O 5.0×10Ͳ13
49 Br2 2Br Photolysis
50 HOBr OH+Br Photolysis
51 Br+O3 BrO 1.7×10Ͳ11e(Ͳ800/T)
52 BrO+BrO Br2 2.9×10Ͳ14e(840/T)
53 BrO+BrO 2Br 2.7×10Ͳ12
54 BrO+NO Br+NO2 8.7×10Ͳ12e(260/T)
55 BrO+HO2 HOBr 4.5×10Ͳ12e(500/T)
 
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Table 2. Gas–phase halogen reactions in the CB05_GE mechanism
(continued)
No. Reactantsa Productsa RateExpressionb
56 Br+FORM HBr+HO2+CO 7.7×10Ͳ12e(Ͳ580/T)
57 Br+ALD2 HBr+C2O3 1.8×10Ͳ11e(Ͳ460/T)
58 HBr+OH Br+H2O 6.7×10Ͳ12e(155/T)




60 BrONO2 BrO+NO2 Photolysis
61 BrONO2 Br+NO3 Photolysis
62 BrO+O Br 1.9×10Ͳ11e(230/T)
63 BrO+OH Br+HO2 1.8×10Ͳ11e(250/T)
64 Br+HO2 HBr 7.7×10Ͳ12e(Ͳ450/T)




66 BrNO2 Br+NO2 Photolysis
67 BrO Br+O Photolysis
68 BrO+ClO Br+OClO 1.6×10Ͳ12e(430/T)
69 BrO+ClO Br+ClOO 2.9×10Ͳ12e(220/T)
70 BrO+ClO BrCl 5.8×10Ͳ13e(170/T)
71 BrCl Br+Cl Photolysis
72 HOBr+O OH+BrO 1.2×10Ͳ10e(Ͳ430/T)
73 Br2+OH HOBr+Br 2.0×10Ͳ11e(240/T)
74 HBr Br+HO2 Photolysis
75 CF2ClBr Cl+Br Photolysis
76 CF3Br Br Photolysis
77 CH3Br MEO2+Br Photolysis
78 OH+CH3Br Br+H2O 2.35×10Ͳ12e(Ͳ1300/T)
a FMCL: formyl chloride; PAR, ETHA, ETH, OLE, IOLE, ISOP, ALD2, ALDX,
MEOH,ETOH:paraffincarbonbond,ethane,ethane,terminalolefinbond,
internal olefin bond, isoprene, acetaldehyde, propionaldehyde and higher
aldehydes,methanol, ethanol; XO2, C2O3, CXO3: NO to NO2 conversion





dTherateconstant is݇ ൌ ቂ ௞೚ሾெሿଵା௞బሾெሿȀ௞ಮቃ ܨ
௓ǡwhere[M] isthetotalpressure





The mercury reactions added to the CB05_GE gas–phase
chemistry mechanism are listed in Table 3.Mercury (Hg) is an
importantpollutantatallscales ranging fromglobal to local.The
chemistryofHgplaysan important role inboth thecyclingofHg






mercuric oxide, HgO, or mercury sulfide, HgS). In the global
atmosphere, Hg(0) is the dominant form. Hg(2) typically
constitutesafewpercentoftotalmercuryandispredominantlyin
the gas phase. MeHg concentrations in the atmosphere are
negligible; however, Hg(2) becomesmethylated inwater bodies
where it can bioaccumulate in the food chain.Hg(0) is sparingly
solubleand isnotremovedsignificantlybywetdeposition; itsdry
depositionvelocityisalsobelievedtobelow.Asaresult,Hg(0)has
a long atmospheric lifetime, on the order of severalmonths to
morethanayear (e.g.,Lindbergetal.,2007),that isgovernedby
itsoxidationtoHg(2).Ontheotherhand,Hg(2) isquitesoluble; it






No. Reactants Products RateExpressiona
1 Hg(0)+O3 Hg(2) 3.0×10Ͳ20
2 Hg(0)+OH Hg(2) 8.7×10Ͳ14
3 Hg(0)+H2O2 Hg(2) 8.5×10Ͳ19
4 Hg(0)+(Br,BrO) Hg(2) Specialb
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Known transformations among inorganic mercury species




mechanism includes the gas–phase reactions and theboxmodel





that OH and O3 are the primary gas–phase oxidants for Hg(0).
However,thereisevidencetosuggestthathalogenspeciessuchas
bromine and chlorine can play an important role in converting
elemental mercury to divalent mercury. Bromine species are
responsible for mercury depletion events (MDEs) in the Arctic





the ocean (Mason and Sheu, 2002) and possibly near the
tropopause where high concentrations of particulate Hg (most
likelyadsorbedHg(2))havebeenobserved(MurphyandThomson,
2000; Murphy et al., 2006). The chemical kinetics of halogen




The gas–phase mercury chemistry mechanism in CB05_GE,
showninTable3,consistsofthefollowingreactions:theoxidation
ofHg(0) toHg(2)byO3 (Hall,1995),hydrogenperoxide (Tokoset
al.,1998), OH (Sommaretal.,2001;PalandAriya,2003;Paland
Ariya, 2004), Br (Ariya et al., 2002), and BrO (Raofie and Ariya,
2003).TheoxidationofHg(0)byBrandBrOinCB05_GEisbasedon
a sequence of 5 reactions (Seigneur and Lohman, 2008). The 5
reactionsare treatedasasingle reaction,withaneffectiveHg(0)
first–order rate constant that is a function of the individual
reactionratesand theconcentrationsofBr,BrOandOH (see the
footnoteinTable3).ThistreatmentissimilartothatofHolmeset




The roleof iodinechemistry inozoneandmercurydepletion








detection limits in other environments, such as the Arctic (e.g.,
Pohleretal.,2010).Thus,wehavenotincludediodinechemistryin




formation of SOA precursors that are consistent with the SOA
treatment intheModelofAerosolDynamics,Reaction, Ionization
andDissolution (MADRID)of Zhangetal. (2004)and itsupdated
version (Zhangetal.,2010),basedon recentupdates toMADRID
by Pun et al. (2005b). The updated mechanism includes the
formation of 25 SOA species from four anthropogenic precursor
gases [two aromatic compounds represented by toluene and
xylene, and long–chain alkanes and polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon (PAH) species], and 7 biogenic precursor gases





model to intercompare the isoprene chemistry in a number of
mechanisms incorporated in current CTMs, including the CB05
mechanism used as the foundation of the global–through–urban
mechanism described here. The isoprene chemistry portion of
thesemechanisms ranged insizeandcomplexity from12species
and24reactionsforthesimplestmechanism(STOCHEM)tonearly
180 species and 600 reactions for the detailed mechanism
(MCMv3.1). In comparison, the CB05 isoprene chemistry
mechanismconsistedof17speciesand49reactions.Archibaldet
al. (2010a) found that none of the mechanisms were able to
generate/recycleHOxattheratesneededtomatchobservedlevels
of OH concentrations in isoprene–rich low–NOx environments,
suchasovertheAmazonianrainforest(e.g.,Lelieveldetal.,2008;
Martinezetal.,2010)andthetropicalforestsofBorneo(e.g.,Pugh
et al., 2010a), Ren et al. (2008) noted similar inconsistencies
between model estimates and observed levels of OH
concentrations during the Intercontinental Chemical Transport
Experiment–A(INTEX–A)overforestedregionsoftheUnitedStates
where isoprene isabundant,primarily from theGulfCoast states
up through Appalachia and the Midwest. They found that OH
concentrationswere underestimated by a factor of five ormore
whenisopreneconcentrationsexceeded500pptv.

From these and other similar studies, there is general
agreement that currentmodels andmechanisms aremissing an
important pathway to generate/recycleHOx under high isoprene
and lowNOxconditions.However, thereareseveraluncertainties
with regard to the exact nature of this pathway and how to
represent it. For example, some models artificially address this
issuebyreducingthestrengthoftheisoprenesourcebyafactorof
twoormore.Aspointedoutby Lelieveld et al. (2008), thismay
achieve the desired effect of increasing simulatedOH levels but
hamperstheunderstandingoftheatmosphericprocessesinvolved
and may possibly result in other model errors. Lelieveld et al.
(2008)forcedtheir isoprenemechanismtorecycle40–80%ofthe




the reactionsbetweenHO2 and isoprene–derivedorganicperoxy
radicals. Other chemical pathways that lead to increases in OH
concentrations under low NOx conditions in isoprene–rich
environments have been postulated by Paulot et al. (2009) and
Peeters et al. (2009). The latter proposed the inclusion of uni–







No. Reactantsa Productsa,b RateExpressionc




3 ISOP+O 0.75ISPD+0.50FORM+0.25XO2+0.25HO2 +0.25CXO3+0.25PAR+0.232
ISOAER1+0.0288ISOAER2
3.6×10Ͳ11
4 ISOP+OH 0.912ISPD+0.629FORM+0.991XO2+0.912HO2 +0.088XO2N+0.232ISOAER1+
0.0288ISOAER2
2.54×10Ͳ12e(407.6/T)
5 ISOP+O3 0.650ISPD+0.600FORM+0.200XO2+0.066HO2 +0.266OH+0.200CXO3+0.150
ALDX+0.350PAR+0.066CO+0.068CO2+0.232ISOAER1+0.0288ISOAER2
7.86×10Ͳ15e(Ͳ1912/T)
6 ISOP+NO3 0.200ISPD+0.800NTR+XO2+0.800HO2 +0.200NO2 +0.800ALDX+2.400PAR+
0.232ISOAER1+0.0288ISOAER2
3.03×10Ͳ12e(Ͳ448/T)
7 HUM+OH HUMAER+OH 2.93×10Ͳ10
8 LIM+OH 0.239LIMAER1+0.363LIMAER2+OH 1.71×10Ͳ10
9 OCI+OH 0.045OCIAER1+0.149OCIAER2+OH 2.52×10Ͳ10
10 APIN+OH 0.038APINAER1+0.326APINAER2+OH 5.37×10Ͳ11
11 APIN+O3 0.125APINAER3+0.102APINAER4+O3 8.66×10Ͳ17
12 BPIN+OH 0.13BPINAER1+0.0406BPINAER2+OH 7.89×10Ͳ11
13 BPIN+O3 0.026BPINAER3+0.485BPINAER4+OH 1.36×10Ͳ17
14 BPIN+NO3 BPINAER5+NO3 2.31×10Ͳ12
15 TER+OH 0.091TERAER1+0.367TERAER2+OH 2.7×10Ͳ10
16 ALKH+OH 1.173ALKHAER1+OH 1.97×10Ͳ11
17 PAH+OH 0.156PAHAER1+0.777PAHAER2+OH 7.7×10Ͳ11
aTOL, XYL: toluene and othermonoalkyl aromatics, xylene and other polyalkyl aromatics;HUM, LIM,OCI,APIN, BPIN, TER: humulene,
limonene,ocimine, ɲͲpinene, ɴͲpinene, terpinene;ALKH,PAH: longͲchainalkanes,polycyclicaromatichydrocarbons;CRES,MGLY, ISPD,







Pugh et al. (2010a) have suggested that increasing OH
productionartificiallymayadverselyaffectthemodel fit forVOCs
and those shortcomings in the representation of both chemistry
and dynamicsmust be addressed to reconcile the discrepancies
between observed and simulated OH levels. They found that
reducingtheisoprene+OHrateconstantby50%(toaccountforair
mass segregation effects forOH and isoprene, also proposed by
Butler et al., 2008), in conjunctionwith increased deposition of
intermediatesandsomemodestOHrecycling,wasabletoproduce
levels of both isoprene and OH concentrations that were in
reasonable agreement with observed values. However, a more
recent study by the same authors (Pugh et al., 2010b) indicates
thattheeffectsofsegregationmaybesubstantiallysmaller(about
15% reduction in the rate constantof the isoprene+OH reaction)
thanthe50%reductionpreviouslyreported,inagreementwiththe
15% phenomenological reduction in rate coefficient reported by





alternative approaches discussed above, such asOH propagating
channels from the reactionofHO2with isoprene–derivedorganic
peroxyradicals,andthechemicalpathwayspostulatedbyPaulotet
al. (2009) andPeeterset al. (2009). They found that thehighest
potential impacts (up to a factor of 3 increase in simulated OH
concentrations)wereobtainedby implementingthe isomerization
reactions proposed by Peeters et al. (2009). However, they also
found that themodifiedmechanismcouldnotbe fully reconciled
withotheratmosphericobservationsandexisting laboratorydata
(suchastheresultsofPaulotetal.,2009)withoutsomedegreeof
parameter refinement and optimization and recommended
additionalstudiestovalidatetheproposedmechanism.Theeffects
oftheisomerizationupdatestotheisoprenemechanismwerealso
subsequently tested by Archibald et al. (2011) using a global
chemistry–climate model. While they noted large increases in
modeled OH concentrations with the chemistry updates, they
reiteratedtheirrecommendationstoconductadditionalstudiesto
validatethemechanismandrefinetheparameters.Morerecently,
Zhang et al. (2011), added a HOx recycling scheme based upon
Peetersetal.(2009)toMCMv3.1andtheCB05mechanisms,and
foundthatthePeetersetal.(2009) isoprenechemistrytendedto
significantly over–predict observed chamber O3 concentrations.
They also suggest that more low–NOx experiments and further
confirmation of current theoretical studies are needed. Another
recentstudybyWhalleyetal.(2011)alsosuggeststhatadditional




Because of these uncertainties and the ongoing research to
developageneralized isoprenechemistrymechanism,ourcurrent
CB05_GEmechanism does not incorporate these updates to the
isoprene chemistry.Nevertheless,wenote that this isanareaof
future improvement to the mechanism, like the role of iodine
chemistryinozoneandmercurydepletion,discussedpreviously.

Table 5 lists the heterogeneous reactions included in
CB05_GE. These reactions include heterogeneous reactions on
aerosol surfaces, cloud droplets and polar stratospheric clouds
(PSCs). These reactions are necessary to explain observed




2002; Skov et al., 2004). These reactions convert chlorine and
brominereservoirspecies(suchasHCl,HBr,ClONO2andBrONO2)
into themorereactive forms (e.g.,Cl2,Cl,Br2,Br,ClO,BrO,BrCl).
Forexample,vonGlasowetal.(2004)havenotedthatthecycling
of HOBr, HBr and BrONO2 is very slow when only gas–phase
reactions are included, and it is necessary to include
heterogeneous reactionson the surfacesofaerosolparticlesand
sea–iceparticlestocyclethereactivebromineandchlorine.PSCs,
that exist in the lower stratosphere at altitudes between 15 km
and 25 km, provide yet anothermedium for this heterogeneous
conversion(e.g.,Laryetal.,1996;TieandBrasseur,1996).

Table 5a. Heterogeneous reactions on aerosol particles in the CB05_GE
mechanism
No. Reactants Products ReactionProbability
1 HO2 0.5H2O2 0.2
2 NO2 0.5HONO+0.5HNO3 0.
3 NO3 +H2O HNO3 +OH 1.0x10Ͳ3
4 N2O5 +H2O 2HNO3 0.1
5 ClONO2 +H2O HOCl+HNO3 0.001a,0.01b
6 ClONO2 +HCl Cl2 +HNO3 0.0001a,0.01b
7 HOCl+HCl Cl2 +H2O 0.001a,0.1b
8 BrONO2 +H2O HOBr+HNO3 0.03a,0.8b
9 BrONO2 +HCl BrCl+HNO3 0.00001a,0.8b
10 HOBr+HCl BrCl+H2O 0.0001a,0.2b
11 HOBr+HBr Br2 +H2O 0.0001a,0.25b




Table 5b. Heterogeneous reactions on cloud droplets in the CB05_GE
mechanism
No. Reactants Products ReactionProbability
1 HO2 0.5H2O2 0.2
2 NO3 +H2O HNO3 +OH 1.0x10Ͳ3

Table5c.Heterogeneous reactionsonPolarStratosphericClouds (PSCs) in
theCB05_GEmechanism
No. Reactants Products ReactionProbability
1 ClONO2 +H2O HOCl+HNO3 0.004a,0.3b
2 ClONO2 +HCl Cl2 +HNO3 0.2a,0.3b
3 HOCl+HCl Cl2 +H2O 0.1a,0.2b
4 N2O5 +H2O 2HNO3 0.0004a,0.2b
5 N2O5 +HCl ClNO2+HNO3 0.003a,0.03b
6 BrONO2 +H2O HOBr+HNO3 0.2
7 BrONO2 +HCl BrCl+HNO3 0.3
8 HOBr+HCl BrCl+H2O 0.3
9 HOBr+HBr Br2 +H2O 0.1





surfaces (Table 5a), including the oxidation of SO2 to sulfate on
mineralaerosolsbasedonDenteneretal. (1996);2 reactionson
clouddroplets (Table5b);and10 reactionsonType IandType II
PSCs(Table5c).Thechemistryisassumedtooccurbetweenagas–





uptake coefficient) of the gas, and the thermal speed of the
impinging gas (e.g., Jacobson, 2005). Second–order reaction rate
constants are then determined for most of the reactions by
dividingthefirst–orderrateconstantsbytheconcentrationofthe
adsorbed species. This allows the calculation of the loss of the
adsorbed species. This approach is similar to that used in the
Modular Earth Submodel System (MESSy) developed at theMax
Planck Institute for Chemistry inMainz, Germany (Jockel et al.,
2005; Jockeletal.,2006).Fora few reactions,where there isan





based on literature values where available (e.g., Jacob, 2000;
Finlayson–Pitts and Pitts, 2000; Jacobson, 2005; Sander et al.,
2006).Itshouldbenotedthattherearelargeuncertaintiesinmany




distinction ismadebasedon theobservation thatheterogeneous
halogen activation is very efficient under cold or stratospheric
conditionsascompared tomoderate temperatures (e.g.,Engelet
al.,2000;TarasickandBottenheim,2002).

Because theextensions in theCB05_GEmechanism result in
an increase in both the number of species and the number of
reactions, it is useful to determine the computational penalty
associated with the extensions. In the box–model simulations
described in the following section,we found that CPU times for
CB05_GE were 15 to 20% higher than those for CB05Cl. These
simulations consider chemistry only. In a global–through–urban
CTM simulation, therewillbe additional computationalpenalties
associated with the extra CB05_GE species transported in the
model. Nevertheless, the chemistry computational penalty is a
good indicator of the overall computational penalty, since a
majority of theCPU cycles in a CTM simulation are spent in the
chemistry solver.We estimate theoverall computationalpenalty
withCB05_GEtobeintherangeof30to40%.Giventhepowerful
computersavailable todaywithmulti–processingcapabilities, this





In order to test the extended CB05_GE mechanism, we
conducted several sets of box–model simulations. We first
compared model results with those from the original CB05
mechanismwithchlorineextensions(CB05Cl)forbothrural(clean)
and urban (polluted) conditions in the lower troposphere. The
objectiveofthisexercisewastoensurethattheextensionstothe
CB05Clmechanism, which were primarily included tomake the
mechanism suitable for global applications, had a small effect in
urban or regional tropospheric conditions where the additional
reactionswouldbeunimportantorplayaminorrole.Subsequent
testing of the CB05_GE mechanism focused on its ability to






The CB05_GE mechanism development described here is
somewhat different from typical air quality model chemical
mechanismdevelopmentstudiesthatfocusonthecondensationof
highly detailed or near–explicit chemical mechanisms. For
example, Jenkin et al. (2008) describe the development of a
condensed Common Representative Intermediates (CRI)
mechanism based on the explicit Master Chemical Mechanism
(MCM v3.1), while Watson et al. (2008) describe the further
reductionoftheCRImechanismandUtembeetal.(2009)describe
theadditionofSOAchemistry to the reducedmechanism. Inour
study,wehaveextendedanexistingcondensedmechanism(CB05)
thatisanupgradedversionofamechanism(CB–IV)usedroutinely
in urban and regional photochemical modeling for nearly two
decadesbeforebeingsupersededbyCB05. EmmersonandEvans
(2009) compared several tropospheric gas–phase chemistry
schemes,includingCB–IV,forusewithinglobalmodels.CB05itself
has been tested during its development against smog chamber
data (Yarwood et al., 2005),within a regional air qualitymodel
(Sarwar et al., 2008), and in an intercomparison of chemical
mechanisms (Chen et al., 2010) based on data from the 2006
TexAQS II Radical and Aerosol Measurement Project (TRAMP–
2006). Thus, the base mechanism for CB05_GE has been well
tested, and the comparisons between CB05_GE and CB05 (with
chlorineextensions)presentedherecanbeconsideredasa“sanity





used for 24–hour simulations with the CB05Cl and CB05_GE
mechanismsforconditionsrepresentativeofbothruralandurban
regions. The simulations were conducted as purely initial value
problemswithnomixing,emissions,orremovalbydrydeposition.
Note that the CB05Cl mechanism does not include either
heterogeneous chemistry or bromine chemistry. Thus, for the
CB05_GE case only,we conducted simulationswith andwithout
heterogeneous chemistry, and with and without initial bromine
species concentrations. However, both mechanisms include
chlorine chemistry, although the CB05_GE chlorine chemistry is
more detailed, so simulations with and without initial chlorine
speciesconcentrationswerealsoconductedforbothmechanisms.
For the mid–latitude tropospheric conditions used in these
simulations, the CB05_GE results with zero initial bromine
concentrations show very littledifference from the fullCB05_GE
results, so that most of the differences between CB05Cl and





the three mechanism configurations: CB05Cl, CB05_GE without
heterogeneous chemistry, and CB05_GE. For all cases, the initial
NO andO3 in the system rapidly decrease due to their reaction
forming NO2. This phase is followed by the photochemical
productionofozonewithapeakozonevalueofabout250ppb14
hours intothesimulation(comparedtothe100ppb initialvalue).
The results for CB05_GE without heterogeneous chemistry are
virtually identical to the results with CB05Cl. However, when
heterogeneous chemistry is included in the CB05_GE simulation,
there are some differences between CB05Cl and CB05_GE,with
slightly lower O3 concentrations and slightly higher NO2
concentrationspredictedbyCB05_GE.ThepeakO3concentration
withCB05_GEwithheterogeneouschemistryisabout8ppblower
than the CB05Cl value or the CB05_GE value without
heterogeneouschemistry.

The results for the clean rural case, shown in Figure 2, are
qualitatively similar to the polluted case results, but there are
some important differences. As in the polluted case, the peak
ozoneconcentrationpredictedwith theheterogeneouschemistry
versionofCB05_GE isabout8ppb lower than theCB05Clvalue.
However, even when heterogeneous chemistry is turned off in
CB05_GE,thepredictedpeakozoneconcentrationisslightlylower
(about 2 ppb) than the CB05Cl value, suggesting that the
differences in thechlorinechemistrymechanismbetweenCB05Cl
and CB05_GE become more important under clean conditions.
Wheninitialchlorinespeciesconcentrationsaresettozeroforthe









lower stratosphere, and marine Arctic scenario. The first two
scenarios are conducted for a summer day (July) at different
heights (10 km for upper troposphere, and 20 km for lower
stratosphere). The last scenario (Arctic) corresponds to a spring
day in lateMarch at82oN and62oW,Nunavut inCanada, and is
conducted to simulate O3 and Hg Arctic depletion events (e.g.,
8 Karamchandanietal.–AtmosphericPollutionResearch3(2012)1Ͳ24 
Bottenheimetal.,2002a;Spiceretal.,2002;Steffenetal.,2002;
Skov et al., 2004). Initialmixing ratios formany species for the
upper troposphereand lower stratosphere simulationsarebased
onboundaryconditions for thewesternU.S. fromaglobalmodel
(GEOS–CHEM) provided by Harvard University for a previous
regionalmodelingapplication(Karamchandanietal.,2010),andon




usingGEOS–CHEM for the initializationof theupper troposphere
andlowerstratosphereboxmodelsimulationsdescribedheremay
introduce someuncertainties inour results.However, theGEOS–
Chem results were easily accessible and adequate for the
qualitative testingdescribedhere.Amoredetailed evaluationof
the mechanism will be conducted within the GU–WRF/Chem



















Three simulations are conducted for each scenario:without
chlorine and bromine species (NoClBr); with chlorine but no





inorganicchlorinemixing ratioof1ppband initial total inorganic
brominemixing ratio of 34 ppt are assumed as upper bounds.
Typicalchlorinemixingratios in themarineboundary layerareof
the order of 0.5 ppb (e.g., Chang et al., 2004; Finlayson–Pitts,
2010). Brominemixing ratios of the order of 30 ppt and higher
havebeenmeasured in theArctic (e.g.,Tuckermannetal.,1997;
Martinez et al., 1999; Foster et al., 2001; Honninger and Platt,
2002,Spiceretal.,2002,Finlayson–Pitts,2010).The initialmixing
ratios ofmercury species are specified as 0.2 ppt for elemental
mercury and 0.002 ppt for divalent mercury. These values are




















NO2 30ppt 20ppt 500ppt
HONO 50ppt 50ppt 5ppt
HNO3 200ppt 100ppt 3ppb
O3 40ppb 35ppb 800ppb
N2O   300ppb
H2O2 200ppt 200ppt











Cl2 1ppb 1ppb 1ppb
CH3Cl 500ppt 500ppt 500ppt
CFCl3  300ppt 300ppt
CF2Cl2  500ppt 500ppt
Br 4ppt 4ppt 4ppt
BrO 30ppt 30ppt 30ppt
CH3Br 10ppt 10ppt 10ppt
CF2ClBr  1.7ppt 1.7ppt
CF3Br  2ppt 2ppt
Hg(0) 0.2ppt 0.2ppt 0.2ppt




Theboxmodel results for theArctic,upper troposphereand
lower stratosphere scenariosarepresentedbelow.Asmentioned
previously, the box model also includes aerosol and aqueous–
phasechemistrymodules.However,ourfocus inthispaper isthe
CB05_GEmechanism and the boxmodel results are analyzed in
termsof theeffectofextensions toCB05, includinghalogenand
heterogeneouschemistry,onO3andmercuryconcentrations.For
thesimulationswithheterogeneouschemistry,wespecifysurface














the NoClBr, NoBr and ClBr simulations without heterogeneous
chemistry.Forthecasewithouthalogens,aslight(0.3%)depletion
in O3 mixing ratios occurs at the end of the simulation.When
chlorineisadded,nearly5%oftheinitialO3isdepletedattheend
of 24hours.Whenbromine is also added,more than 5%of the
initialO3isdepletedattheendof24hours.AsshowninFigure3b,
addingbromineresults insomedepletionofHg(0).Morethan2%
of the initialHg(0) isdepletedat theendof24hours in theClBr
simulationcomparedtolessthan0.5%inthecasewithnohalogen





beenobservedduringArcticdepletion events (e.g., Schroederet
al.,1998;Fosteretal.,2001;Bottenheimetal.,2002a;Lindberget
al.,2002;Spiceretal.,2002;Skovetal.,2004).Ananalysisofthe
box–model simulation results shows that the lower depletion in
thesimulationoccursbecausemostoftheinitialspecifiedreactive
bromine (Br and BrO) and chlorine are converted to stable
products (mainlyHBrand smallamountsofHOBrandBrONO2 in
thecaseofbromineandHCl,formylchloride,HOClandClONO2in
the case of chlorine).As noted by vonGlasow et al. (2004), the
cyclingofHOBr,HBrandBrONO2isveryslowwhenonlygas–phase
reactions are included, and it is necessary to include heteroͲ
geneous reactions on aerosol particles and sea–ice surfaces to
cycle the reactive bromine and chlorine. The importance of
heterogeneous reactions forArcticboundary layer chemistryand







for the case without halogens (NoClBr), there is a slight (0.3%)
depletion in O3 mixing ratios at the end of the simulation





depletion of Hg(0) of nearly 5% in 24 hours (about twice the




on the O3 and Hg depletion. The differences between the
simulations with and without heterogeneous chemistry are
highlighted in Figure 5. However, even with heterogeneous
chemistry,thesimulateddepletion issignificantly lower thanthat
observed during some springtime depletion events. A detailed
examination of the results indicates that both HCl and HBr are
formedefficientlybythereactionsofchlorineandbromineatoms
withformaldehydeandacetaldehyde.Theroleofformaldehydeas
a sink for Br atoms has been noted in previous studies (e.g.,
Sumner et al., 2002; Grannas et al., 2002). In our box model
simulations, formaldehyde and other carbonyl compounds are
presenteither from the initialconditions specification,or formed
by the reactions of chlorine atoms with hydrocarbons such as
alkanes and alkenes. Thus, even though the heterogeneous
chemistry liberatesreactivechlorineandbrominefromthestable





and Hg depletion rates than those simulated here. The key
differences between their study and our study is that their
mechanism did not include the reactions between Br and
acetaldehyde and Br and the HO2 radical (Reactions 57 and 64,
respectively in Table 2) to form the stable HBr product.
Furthermore,theirinitialbromineconcentrationswerefactorsof4
to10higherthanthoseusedinthisstudy.WhenReactions57and
64 inTable2aredeactivatedandhigher initial reactivebromine
concentrations are used in our box model simulations, the









































Theobserved extremeO3 andHg(0)depletion events in the
Arcticcouldbethereforeduetoacombinationofconditionssuch
as extremely low VOC and aldehyde concentrations, cold
temperatures, and availability of bromine and chlorine sources.
Ariyaetal. (1999)andEnerothetal. (2007)and referencescited
therein have noted decreases in hydrocarbon concentrations





compoundswith chlorine atoms and not necessarily to lowVOC
concentrationsprior to thedepletionepisodes (e.g.,Ramacheret
al.,1999).AssuggestedbyFriessetal.(2004),Hopperetal.(1998)
andMorinetal.(2005),itislikelythattheintenseozonedepletion




processes can be simulated in dynamical boxmodels or in the
WRF/Chem model where the CB05_GE mechanism is
implemented, the boxmodel used in this study is limited in its
capabilities to simulate this behavior. However, it is still
informativetousetheboxmodelinitscurrentformtounderstand
the influence of reactive halogen stabilizing species, such as
formaldehyde, on the ozone depletion process.We do this by
conductingadditional simulationswith zero initial concentrations
of VOCs and aldehydes, with and without heterogeneous
chemistry, for the Arctic scenario. This approach indirectly











Figure 6 illustrates the differences between the simulations
with and without heterogeneous chemistry for conditions with
zero initialVOCandaldehydeconcentrations.Asshown inFigure
6a,over20%of the initialO3 isdepletedwithoutheterogeneous
chemistry.Thedepletion for theheterogeneouschemistrycase is
over40%, about a factorof twomore than thedepletion in the
non–heterogeneous chemistry case. Figure6b shows that, in the
caseofHg(0), theheterogeneouschemistry results innearly58%
depletion.Thisdepletionisnearly3timesthe20%depletioninthe
simulation without heterogeneous chemistry. These depletion













Upper troposphere scenario. Typical initialmixing ratios ofNOx,




ratios for the NoClBr, NoBr and ClBr simulations are shown in
Figure 7a. For the case without halogen chemistry, some small
photochemical production ofO3 occurs. For both theNoBr case
(i.e.,chlorinechemistryonly)andthefullhalogenchemistrycase,
the O3 mixing ratio is depleted during the first 7 to 8 hours
followed by a small recovery. As expected, the O3 depletion is
higherwhenbothchlorineandbromineareincludedascompared
tothecasewithchlorineonly.ThemaximumO3depletionforthe
formercase isnearly7.5%,while themaximumdepletion for the
latter case is about 4.5%. As shown in Figure 7b, there is an
increase inHg(0)depletionwhenbromine is included,withnearly
6%of the initialHg(0)depletedat theendof24hours.Figure7c
shows that theHg(2)concentrationat theendof24hours in the
ClBrsimulationisnearlysixtimesthatintheNoClBrsimulation.

The results shown in Figure 7 are for the case when
heterogeneous chemistry is simulated. Without heterogeneous
chemistry (not shown here), the Hg(0) depletion is about 3%,
nearly a factor of two lower than the depletion with
heterogeneouschemistry.

Lower stratosphere scenario. As in the upper troposphere




troposphere valueof35ppb and theArctic scenario valueof40
ppb.However,theairdensityat20kmaltitude isabout15times
lowerthantheairdensityatthesurfaceandabout4times lower
than theairdensityat10km in theupper troposphere scenario.
Thus, on a mass basis there is less difference between the O3
concentrations in the lower stratosphere scenario and the other
scenariosthanonamixingratiobasis.However,thechlorineand
brominemixingratiosforthe lowerstratospherescenarioarethe
same as in all the other scenarios, so the relative difference
betweenO3 concentrations and halogen concentrations ismuch
higherinthelowerstratospherescenario.Tounderstandtheeffect
of these differences between the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere scenarios, we also conducted a simulation with
bromine but no chlorine (NoCl) for the lower stratosphere
scenario.

Three sets of simulations were conducted for the lower
stratospherescenario.Inthefirstset,heterogeneousreactionson
Type I PSCs were included. In the second set, heterogeneous
reactions on Type II PSCs are included. In the third set,
heterogeneous reactions on all PSCs are deactivated. Figure 8
shows the results from the first set of simulations. As shown in
Figure8a,whenonlybromine is included (NoCl), there isa slight
(0.7%)increaseintheO3depletion.Ontheotherhand,whenonly
chlorine is included(NoBr),theamountofO3depletedattheend
of 24 hours is about 35 ppb (4.3%), nearly 30 ppbmore than is
depletedintheNoClcase.Finally,whenbothchlorineandbromine




The corresponding results forHg(0) andHg(2) are shown in
Figures 8b and 8c, respectively. As compared to the Arctic and
upper troposphere scenarios, Hg(0) depletion rates are actually
lowerintheNoBrandClBrsimulationsthaninthesimulationwith
nohalogens.The largestdepletion is for theNoCl (bromineonly)
simulation. It appears from these results that the other Hg(0)
oxidation pathways (reactions with O3 and OH) also play an
important role in the lower stratosphere scenario. This can be
attributedtoboththehigherO3(andOH)tohalogenratiosinthis
scenariocomparedtotheArcticanduppertropospherescenarios,
as well as the fact that the bromine oxidation rate is directly
proportionaltotheatmosphericpressure,which isvery lowat20
km.Whenonlychlorineisincluded(NoBr),theresultingdepletion
in O3 reduces the Hg(0) oxidation from these other pathways.
When bromine is also included (ClBr), there is additional O3
depletion(Figure8a)resulting ineven lowerHg(0)oxidationfrom
the other pathways, but this is somewhat compensated by the
bromine oxidation reactions. Finally, when only bromine is
included (NoCl),theO3depletion is lower (asshown inFigure8a)





in Figure 9. However, Type II PSCs are expected to be more
efficient than Type I PSCs at liberating reactive chlorine and
bromine from the stable forms of these species, based on the
reactionprobabilitiesshowninTable5(e.g.,Jacobson,2005).Thus,
higherO3andmercurydepletionsonTypeIIPSCsareexpectedas
compared to thedepletionswith Type IPSCs. This is indeed the
caseasshowninFigures8and9.Figure9ashowsthat,whenonly
bromine is included (NoCl), there is a slight increase in the O3
depletion as in the Type IPSC simulation.Whenonly chlorine is
included(NoBr),theamountofO3depletedattheendof24hours
isabout48ppb(6%),about13ppbmorethanthedepletioninthe
correspondingType IPSC simulation. Finally,whenboth chlorine
andbromineareincluded,87ppbornearly11%oftheinitialO3is





depleted in the presence of Type II PSCs, comparable to the
depletionwith Type IPSCs, shown in Figure8b. This isexpected
because thedifferencesbetween theType IPSCandType IIPSC
simulations will be manifested primarily in the presence of
halogens.When both chlorine and bromine species are present
(ClBr),thedepletionfortheTypeIIPSCsimulationisstillabout9%,
but is a little higher than the depletion for the Type I PSC
simulation (about8%).Whenonly chlorine ispresent (NoBr), the
Hg(0)depletionfortheTypeIIPSCsimulationdropstoabout5.5%,
compared to the depletion of about 5.1% for the Type I PSC
simulation. As discussed previously, this drop is related to the
depletionof theO3 and consequently,OH, concentrations in the
presenceofchlorine,which results inadecrease in theoxidation
rateofHg(0)byOHandO3.Finally,whenonlybromine ispresent












pathway for Hg(0) depletion. However, the lower stratospheric
simulationwithhigh initialO3mixingratios (representativeofthe




oxidation pathways (O3, OH, H2O2 and Br/BrO) for the various
scenarios. These half–life values are calculated by turning off all
butoneoxidationpathwayandcalculatinganeffectivefirst–order





from about 3000 hours for the lower stratosphere scenario to
about24000hoursfortheuppertropospherescenario,whilethe
half–livesforH2O2oxidationrangefromabout18000hoursforthe
Arctic scenario to more than 650000 hours for the lower
stratosphere scenario. TheOHoxidationpathway is slow for the
Arcticandupper tropospherescenarios,but is the fastest for the
lowerstratospherescenarios(half–lifeof345hoursforTypeIPSCs
and330hoursforTypeIIPSCs).Thebromineoxidationpathwayis
the fastest of all the pathways for the Arctic and upper
troposphere scenarios. In particular, the bromine oxidation
pathway is very efficient (half–life of less than one day) for the
Arctic scenario simulation when initial VOC and aldehyde
concentrationsareset tozero to indirectlysimulateconditions in
whichactive sourcesofhalogenatomsareavailable to replenish
















































WithVOCs WithoutVOCs TypeIPSCs TypeIIPSCs
O3 5082 6990 23 990 3 420 3385
OH 83990 41990 8 187 345 327
H2O2 17676 18658 37 325 685 706 671992




We have incorporated several new reactions in the CB05
mechanism with chlorine extensions of Sarwar et al. (2006) to
make the newmechanism (referred to as CB05_GE) suitable for
useinglobalorglobal–through–urbanscaleapplications.Thenew
reactionsinCB05_GEincludethemostimportantreactionsneeded
for the lower stratosphere (< 30 km), such as the gas–phase
reactions of odd hydrogen (HOx),NOx, ClOx, and bromine oxides




Zero–dimensional box model simulations conducted with
CB05_GEforavarietyofconditions illustratetheroleofhalogens
such as chlorine and bromine on O3 and mercury species.
Heterogeneous chemistry also plays an important role inO3 and





the reactivehalogen species thatare stabilizedby reactionswith
carbonyl compounds such as formaldehyde. To overcome this
limitationoftheboxmodel,sensitivitystudieswithverylowinitial
hydrocarbon and formaldehyde concentrations are performed to
achieve depletion levels comparable to observed events.
Simulationsforthelowerstratosphereillustratetheimportanceof
PSCsinprovidingamediumfortheliberationofreactivehalogens
from themorestable formsof these species.Half–lives forHg(0)
oxidation calculated from sensitivity simulations with only one
Hg(0)oxidationpathwayactivatedshowthat,formostconditions,
oxidationbyBrandBrO isgenerallythemost importantpathway




and aqueous–phase chemistrymodules have been implemented
into the unified Global–through–Urban Weather Research and
Forecasting Model with Chemistry (GU–WRF/Chem), a three–
dimensional coupledmeteorologicalandairqualitymodel that is
being developed to simulate the interactions between
global/regional climate change and regional/urban air pollution
(Zhang et al., 2009a; Zhang et al., 2009b). Its implementation,
application,andevaluationinGU–WRF/Chemwillbepresentedin
a futurepaper.Thiswillbea comprehensiveevaluation thatwill
consider all aspectsof theupdates to the chemistrymechanism,
including those not evaluated in this work, such as the
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